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 Proven Results to Hosting a Live 

Event 
 

Many small business owners and solo entrepreneurs are eager to reap the 

impressive benefits of hosting live events and workshops. With a live event, 

you have a group of people in front of you who are highly engaged with your 

content. This is an extremely effective way to build your reputation as an 

expert, promote your brand and products or services, and even earn another 

stream of income.  

 

Live events and workshops are not only a great way to earn money, but also 

give you a valuable chance to connect with your customer base. Through 

your events, you can foster sharing and relationship-building among your 

audience members. 

 

Are you planning on running a live event or workshop? If so, the very first 

step is to clarify your goals for the event.  

 

 

 

Maybe your clients and customers have been asking you about workshops or 

whether you hold any face-to-face group events. The demand has been 

growing for years and you feel now that the best way to meet it is through a 

live format. 

 

Customers 
are asking 

for a 
workshop

Reach a 
wider 

audience

Generate 
a new 

income 
stream

Extend 
your 

network

Establish 
your 

reputation

Try 
something 

new
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You may be working as a consultant or specialist in some area and looking 

for a way to reach a wider audience. You might be looking for a new stream 

of income. Your goal may be to extend your network of connections or better 

establish your reputation in your niche. Or, you could simply be looking for 

something new to try. Maybe you'd like to run an event once and see what 

comes of it.  

 

Smaller live workshops also provide you with a training ground for larger 

events such as retreats, boot camps, multi-day workshops, or conferences. 

You can get the hang of how it works with a smaller group first. 

 

Types of Live Events 

 

Let's start by looking at some common types of events, so that you can 

choose the format that's right for you. 

 

 

 

Workshops. Workshops are generally short in duration. They can run for a 

few hours or as long as a day. For a single facilitator, 20 to 25 people is the 

maximum ideal range for participants. With this small group, a workshop 

tends to be the most engaging type of live event. It allows the facilitator to 

lead the group through a specialized topic or specific project.  

 

Workshops

•Short in 
duration

•Lead the 
group through 
a specific 
project

Seminars

•An hour or two

•Presentation 
with audience 
questions

Speaking 
Engagements

•A keynote 
speaker opens 
or closes

•Requires more 
planning than 
a regular 
speech

Conferences

•One or two-
day events

•Takes a lot to 
organize with 
a number of 
speakers

Boot Camps

•A lot of 
information 
compressed 

•A fast pace 
with dramatic 
results

Retreats

•A multi-day 
workshop

•Includes a 
leisure 
component
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Since live workshops are one of the easiest types of events to start with, 

we’ll make it the primary focus of this course. After you start running small 

workshops, you can scale up to larger events. However, the tactics we’ll 

cover in the course remain the same for all events. You’ll just need to spend 

more time and use more tactics when it comes to a much larger event. 

 

Seminars. A seminar can be an hour or two and tends to be more of a 

presentation than a workshop. For the most part, the audience listens while 

you talk, although there may be some interactive features, such as taking 

questions throughout or at the end. Seminars can still have a small 

audience, but the communication is typically one-sided and less interactive.  

 

Keynotes and Speaking Engagements. If you like speaking in public, you 

can market yourself as a speaker and speak at events or conferences. A 

keynote speaker is the person who opens or closes the event with a speech. 

This is slightly different from giving a regular speech on a particular topic 

and requires different planning and skills. In fact, if you can get a speaking 

engagement at someone else’s event, you could use it as an opportunity to 

let people know about your own event!  

 

Conferences. Conferences are usually one- or two-day events. Running a 

conference generally requires a team of people to set up and organize. A 

conference usually has a number of different speakers presenting on a 

schedule. There might be multiple workshops that take place as part of the 

conference, in addition to smaller seminars and large presentations and 

keynote speeches.  

 

Boot camps. A boot camp is an intensive workshop where a great deal of 

learning is compressed into a short period of time. As the name suggests, 

the pace is rigorous, and participants have to work hard. However, that also 

means participants expect dramatic results.  
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Retreats. A retreat is usually a multi-day workshop or event that has a 

leisure component. There may be presentations, speeches, activities, and 

other events within the event, as well as some fun and purely social 

activities.  

 

Let's look at an example using a project management consultant. She might 

create a 3-hour workshop on using digital project management tools. She 

might choose to do a 60-minute seminar on trends that impact the project 

management field. At a project management conference, she could give a 

30-minute keynote speech to open it on the first day. She could create a 

one-day project management conference for small business owners where 

other project management specialists are invited to offer workshops on 

specific topics, and a one-day boot camp with intensive workshops and 

training for aspiring project managers to prepare for PMP Certification. 

 

Or, to offer another example, imagine a wine sommelier who decides to get 

into live events.  He creates a short, two-hour workshop on wine 

appreciation, a 90-minute seminar on the newest wines coming from New 

Zealand, a 20-minute keynote speech to open a wine conference, and then a 

one-day sommelier boot camp where wine lovers learn about wine tastings. 

Another live event for wine might be a two-day retreat and wine tour, which 

is like a wine vacation around local vineyards.  

 

In the above examples, you can see how different types of events suit 

different types of content. If this is your first event, you should start small 

with a shorter workshop.  

 

If you're more experienced, you may want to consider other, more complex 

types of events, such as conferences or boot camps. You can then apply the 

planning and marketing tips in the course to your larger event. Regardless of 

the type of event you plan to host, you can have a great deal of fun, earn 

money, and expand your reputation. 
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By the time you complete this course, you will be able to: 

 

➢ Identify how running a workshop or live event can benefit your 

business, so that you know what you want to accomplish with your 

event 

➢ Define your ideal event attendee, so that you can identify exactly 

which topics people will want to sign up for and who you’ll be targeting 

with your marketing 

➢ Pick a topic focus for your event, along with the main outcome or 

‘transformation’ that people will get from attending, so that you can 

quickly communicate the core value people will get 

➢ Create a high-level outline for the event itself and the key benefits of 

each part, so that you can formulate marketing messages that convert 

and know what promises you need to deliver on with your event 

content 

➢ Detail the costs for your workshop or event as a first step to 

formulating a pricing strategy that will help you fill seats at your event 

➢ Define a pricing strategy designed to entice buyers to register, so that 

you don’t have to worry about covering your costs or making a profit 

➢ Plan and write the copy for your event sales page using best practices 

to drive registrations  

➢ Determine exactly how you’ll leverage your existing customer base as 

a key driver of sales, so that you can fill seats before you even start 

doing any other marketing 

➢ Add links to your event page in key locations on your website and 

elsewhere, so that people already interested in your content will be 

alerted to the opportunity 

➢ Create an engaging and compelling social media strategy, so that you 

can spread the word about your event to your ideal attendee 

➢ Identify additional free or paid event promotion tactics to complete 

your live event marketing plan 
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Learning Activity 

 

1. What do you hope to accomplish for your business by running a live 

event or workshop?  What is your motivation? Review the examples in 

this module for ideas 

2. Based on the event types presented in this module, what type of event 

do you plan to offer? How long will your event be? 
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Define Your Ideal Attendee and 

Live Event Blueprint 
 

Before you start marketing your event, you need to know exactly who it’s 

for and what you are going to offer in terms of outcomes. You need a high-

level view of the specific value your event is going to give attendees, so that 

you know how to accurately represent your event in your marketing 

materials. These top benefits should be at the center of all your marketing 

messages.  

 

Planning your messaging is not the same as planning your event content, 

materials, and resources. That’s a whole separate course! For now, in order 

to make sure you can fill your event, you need to identify your ideal 

attendee and your event focus. Then, you’ll be ready to create a marketing 

plan and put your marketing into action. The specific content you'll cover 

during the event can be filled in along the way, between the opening of your 

event registration and the event itself. It doesn’t have to be created first. 

 

Your Ideal Attendee 

 

Taking the time to identify your ‘ideal attendee’, or the type of person you’re 

hoping to entice into attending your live event is essential for a number of 

reasons. 

 

First of all, you’ll get ideas for topics that you know people want to pay to 

learn. When you know who you’re targeting, you can take the time to 

explore their needs and identify exactly where they need the most help. 

Those are all potential focuses for your event. 
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Second, you’ll be able to deliver the content and experience that best 

resonates with them. You can plan your event most successfully when you 

understand how your ideal attendee likes to learn, what they already know, 

and what they enjoy most in live events. For example, if you’re focusing on 

the beginner in your field, you’ll need to adjust content accordingly and offer 

intro-level sessions. If you know that your ideal attendees love to network, 

you’ll need to build in extra time for socializing.  

 

In addition, an ideal event attendee profile drives your marketing messages 

and decisions. You’ll fill more seats when you focus on where your potential 

attendees are and how they’ll best respond to different promotion tactics.  

 

If you’ve hosted a successful live event before, you should have some 

excellent data that you can use to put together a profile. If not, start again 

with your existing customers in mind. Your event attendees are also the 

people you want as customers and clients for the rest of your business. So, 

in effect, your ideal attendee profile is the same as your ideal customers 

profile. 

 

Think first about the basic demographics of those people, things like: 

 

➢ Gender 

➢ Age  

➢ Education Level 

➢ Income 

➢ Job or Career 

Gender Age 
Education 

Level
Income

Job or 
Career

Location
Family 
Status
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➢ Location 

➢ Family Status 

 

The next step is to create a more advanced profile using questions geared 

more specifically towards your event needs: 

 

 

➢ What are your ideal attendee’s biggest pain points or challenges when 

it comes to your area of expertise? What are the biggest problems they 

want to solve? 

➢ What is your ideal attendee’s level of experience when it comes to your 

topic? For example, do you want to focus on beginners or more 

advanced customers? 

➢ How familiar is your ideal attendee with you and your business? For 

example, are they current clients or new prospects? 

 

It’s also good practice to keep notes on your attendees to help you refine 

your profile as you become more and more practiced at hosting live events. 

If you were a little off on who you expected to show up, or if your ideal 

participant turned out to surprise you in any way, make sure you update 

your profile. You should pull it out every time you start to plan a new event 

as it will guide many of the decisions you need to make. 

 

Once you’ve filled in your ideal attendee profile, you can now move on to 

identify a specific event focus, style, and topics to cover.  

What are your ideal attendee’s biggest pain points?

What is their level of experience?

How familiar are they with you and your business?
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Choose a Topic Focus for Your Event 

 

In the best-case scenario, it's your current customers who are pushing you 

to host your live event or workshop in the first place. If this is the case, 

there's a high probability that they've already identified a topic they'd like 

you to cover. You can then make this the focus of your event and move 

ahead with the planning process.  

 

If you've decided to start your event without initial input from your 

customers, talk to them anyway to get ideas on what areas you should focus 

on. Find out what they'd be interested in learning about.  

 

But don't just ask your customers about topics. Get additional details you’ll 

need for a high-converting event by asking them about: 

 

 

 

What types of venues 
they prefer

What experiences 
they’ve had with 

events

What are their ideal 
dates/times/locations

What type of content 
they prefer

How much interaction 
they like to have

If they prefer casual or 
formal

How much time they 
can commit to an 

event

How much they’re 
willing to spend
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➢ What types of venues do they prefer? Anywhere specific? 

➢ What experience have they had with events; what was good for them and 

what wasn't? 

➢ What are their ideal dates, times, or locations? 

➢ What type of content and learning style do they prefer? 

➢ How much interaction do they like to have in a live event? And do they 

prefer small or large group settings? 

➢ Do they prefer a casual setting or something more formal? 

➢ How much time are they willing to commit to an event? And how far will 

they travel? 

➢ How much are they willing to spend? 

 

The best way to get answers to these questions is to ask your current 

customers directly. Put together a survey and send it out to your list. Post a 

link in your Facebook Group or other community online. Call your best 

clients on the phone and ask them directly. Besides getting the information 

you need, you’ll already be getting the ball rolling for marketing your event. 

 

You can choose a great topic without direct customer feedback as well. You 

know your audience already through interacting with them on social media 

and elsewhere. What pressing problems do they face? How can you help 

them using your own knowledge and expertise? Of all the content you've 

published in the past, which performed best? You can also choose a topic 

you're passionate about or find interesting, but make sure it’s still focused 

on helping your customers.  

 

Try testing a few of your top ideas by sharing them with your audience or 

select members of your audience. You could run a survey asking which of 3 

different proposed events they'd prefer, and let them know that the other 

topics will appear at later events if there’s enough demand. Direct feedback 

from your audience is the best way to pick your event focus, because it 

gives you ideas that your ideal attendees are guaranteed to like. 
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Create Your Transformation Statement 

 

From your ideal attendee profile and research on customer preferences, you 

should have a distinct topic in mind. Now, you need to frame that topic in 

terms of a ‘transformation’. What will attending your event do for your 

participants? How will their life change as a result of coming? This statement 

should tell participants what they'll know or be able to do as soon as they 

walk out of your event and in the immediate future.   

 

The statement can use the following general structure: 

 

 

 

➢ You will X so that you can Y 

 

Be sure to use good quality verbs in your statement. Here is an example for 

a cooking workshop.  

 

➢ You will make four classic Italian sauces (Bolognese, Alfredo, Marinara, 

and Puttanesca) so that you can confidently entertain at home with low 

cost, easy to make, and delicious recipes sure to impress your guests and 

family.   

Your transformation is a promise to your attendees, and an insight into what 

they can expect to get from the time they spend with you. When you create 

You Will

X

You 
Can

Y
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the actual content for your event, just make sure you deliver on this 

statement to ensure your participants leave the event happy. 

 

Draft Your Event Outline and Benefits 

 

Now that you know your ideal attendee, topic, and promised transformation, 

it’s time to put together a high-level outline of your event. This should be 

benefit-driven, with each session or sub-topic delivering a specific result.  

 

For example, if you were running a short, live workshop to get small, 

professional service businesses started with social media, your benefit-

driven outline could include things like: 

 

Session 1: Social Media Today 

• Recognize which social media sites are working best for your service 

business, so that you know where to focus your time 

 

Session 2: Set Up Your Social Media Profiles for Success 

• Set up or tweak your current social media profiles, so that they drive 

more leads to your business 

 

Session 3: Create Social Content That Grows Your Business 

• Identify the best types of content for driving engagement with your 

brand, and what you need to do today to get started 

 

While we’re not going into the content creation side of your event now, it’s 

important to have that high-level outline and accompanying benefits drafted. 

It’s what will drive the copy on your event registration page and marketing 

materials, which we’ll get to in a little while. 
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Also, it’s a good idea to get feedback from a few current customers once 

you’ve drafted the event outline. Focus on customers who fit your ideal 

attendee profile and ask for their input on what they would like to see 

changed or added. 

 

 

Learning Activity: 

 

1. Create your ideal attendee profile by addressing the questions outlined 

in the module, using the worksheet provided 

2. Make a list of questions to ask current customers to get their input on 

topics and details for your event. Use a survey tool for your list and/or 

social media group, and call your best customers directly for answers. 

Use the answers you get to pick your event topic. 

3. Write the transformation statement that outlines the topic you’ll cover 

in your event. Use the general structure from this module: You will X 

so that you can Y.  

4. Create a high-level outline of your workshop or event, including the 

key benefits for participants, and connect with your customer base to 

ensure it addresses their needs.  
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Set Ticket Prices for Your Sold Out 

Event 
 

Running a successful live workshop or event is not as simple as creating 

your content and then picking a venue. There's one more major challenge: 

you need crunch the numbers. Creating a workshop for 30 people but only 

five show up is the definition of disaster for a live event. For your event to 

be successful, you need to do some math and decide on a price that will help 

sell out all the seats AND result in a profit (or at least break-even, 

depending on your goal).  

 

Even more than working out the numbers, the real challenge is that you 

don't truly know how many people are coming until the day of the event. 

Imagine you planned a wedding for 250 people and sent out invitations, but 

no one RSVP'd! You can avoid something like this happening by employing 

the strategies you'll learn in this module. 

 

Reservations may come early or last minute. There's no guarantee when 

they'll arrive. The best way to mitigate this uncertainty is to secure 

registrations, pack attendees in, and sell out your event early on.  

 

Before we get into the key strategies to fill seats at your event, an important 

first step is for you to articulate what you're looking to accomplish with it 

and what your potential earnings might be. Is profit the driving factor behind 

your event? Or, are you aiming to establish your credibility and grow your 

audience? 

 

Whether profit is important to you or not, let's plan your first event to pack 

seats with a goal to break even (or even better, make a profit). Once you 
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master the strategies in this course and filling seats is no longer a problem, 

you can make your next event even more profitable.  

Event Costs 

 

Planning a live event doesn't have to cost you a great deal, but there are a 

few expenses to keep in mind. Let's look at the three types of costs you can 

expect and how to plan for them. 

 

 

 

Venue Costs 

 

When it comes to venues, costs vary widely and so does quality. In addition 

to the cost of renting a space, you should also think about the logistics for 

your event and any extra costs in that area. For example, is there free or 

paid parking? Are there discounts for certain days of the week? Are there 

any other events going on at the venue at the same time that could impact 

the quality of your event? The venue may be crowded or parking spaces 

may be scarce, which could negatively impact your event.  

 

Expected 
Costs

Venue

Materials

Marketing
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Will the venue provide coffee or other refreshments, and if so, is there a cost 

for that? Is there complimentary Wi-Fi? What is the capacity of the various 

rooms? What AV equipment is provided and are there costs? At a minimum, 

you’ll need a projector and screen. 

Here are a few tips to help you plan for these costs: 

 

➢ Connect with your network via social media and ask for recommendations 

for venues. 

➢ Hotels, colleges, libraries, and high schools are generally inexpensive.  

➢ Late spring and early fall are good times to hold events as many venues 

offer lower prices. 

 

Material Costs 

 

Consider any handouts or other materials that will be part of your event. 

These days, digital resources are the norm, but you still may want to have a 

few physical handouts to give your participants. If you plan to offer a 

handout, you’ll need to plan printing costs. If you’re going completely digital, 

make sure you remind your attendees to bring their laptops. Consider any 

other materials you might need to provide. 

 

Marketing Costs 

 

In this course, we’ll mostly cover low-cost or free marketing methods that 

are aimed at maximizing your registrations, but if you need to use additional 

paid services for advertising or marketing, you should factor in these costs 

to your overall budget. If you have the budget for paid advertising, this is an 

option to explore.  
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Create Your Pricing Strategy 

 

Now that you have a rough idea of the expenses required for running your 

event, it’s time to start building a pricing strategy designed to sell out seats. 

 

The tricky balance of pricing is that you need to price your event high 

enough that you’ll make profit, but low enough that it will encourage people 

to sign up. If the price is too high, people won’t sign up. If it’s too low, you 

won’t make anything. You need to find a happy middle ground.  

 

Let’s start by looking at how much money you could potentially earn from 

your event. The two basic components that determine your profit are the 

price of your event and the number of attendees. 

 

 

 

1. Set a Price for Your Live Workshop or Event 

 

Start by setting your event's price. A good way to do this is to look at similar 

events in your region or area of expertise. Search the web for information 

about pricing and see how much others are charging. You should start by 

setting a base price based on the information you find, and then you can 

adjust up or down according to various factors.  

 

Set a Price

Determine Ticket Numbers

Determine Potential Earnings
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If you have friends or colleagues who have run events that are similar to 

yours, ask them how they determined their pricing. Ask them about their 

attendance and whether or not they feel they set their price correctly. What 

would they have done differently? 

 

If you've done any events at all in the past, reflect on how you set pricing 

and your attendance. Try to remember at what stage the most ticket sales 

occurred. At what price point did you sell the most tickets?  

 

Setting your price is a two-pronged strategy. You need to consider how 

much your audience is willing to pay. This is called value-based pricing. On 

the other hand, you need to earn what you expect to earn. To do this, you 

decide how much you need to make, subtract costs, and then figure out how 

much this is per ticket. The ideal price is determined by both what your 

participants will pay and your needs as the event organizer.  

 

The Standard Price for a Small Event 

 

You'll do your own research here, but a general guideline for pricing a short 

workshop of about one or two hours is $150 to $200. The price you find 

through your research is just a starting price. From there, you may make 

adjustments based on several factors. 

 

➢ If your goal is high attendance and not so much profit, you may set your 

prices lower. Undercut your competitors and you'll have more people 

signing up. 

 

➢ On the other hand, you can get away with charging more if you're 

offering very high value to your audience and you can demonstrate this. 

If you can convince people that it's worth it, you can charge a higher 

price. 
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➢ You might opt to charge more if you have to do an inordinate amount of 

preparation so that you don't suffer a loss. This could include hours spent 

preparing the content, planning the event, doing the marketing, and so 

on.  

 

➢ For your first event, you might choose a lower price than usual in order to 

fill seats and get some experience with hosting live events.  

 

2. Determine the Number of Tickets You Need to Sell 

 

Decide what number is a suitable number of attendees. A good guideline for 

a small workshop to start with is 20 to 30 participants. This is enough 

participants to earn you some money and cover your costs, but it's not so 

many people that you lose intimacy or get overwhelmed. A workshop should 

be interactive and your attendees should "work." It's not a lecture hall. A 

group of this size is considered the sweet spot, since it’s a big group yet still 

manageable. When deciding on the number of participants, remember that 

you need to maximize participation as much as possible.  

 

3. Determine How Much You Can Potentially Earn 

 

Now, with an idea of the market rate and what your audience will be willing 

to pay, along with pricing factors and the number of attendees, you can 

arrive at an idea of how much you can earn. Multiply the price of the tickets 

by the number of tickets you plan to sell. Then, subtract your expenses, 

such as venue cost, that you calculated in the previous section. 

 

For example, if you sell 25 seats at $150, this works out to $3,750. If you 

figure on $750 for expenses, this means you're likely to earn $3,000 from 

your event. 
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Tiered Pricing Models 

 

The price you pick here isn't set in stone. There are other strategies you can 

employ to drive sales. One of them is to offer tiered pricing. 

 

Different things motivate buyers, so you can set up tiers for pricing to meet 

each person's needs. Start with your regular rate, which is the rate you 

arrived at in the previous section. This is the standard rate and other rates 

will vary. 

 

 

 

Early Bird Pricing. One strategy is to offer a discount for people who sign 

up right away. You could offer early bird pricing for a set number of seats. 

The advantage of this strategy is that it encourages people to sign up 

immediately, which helps with your planning and takes a lot of pressure off 

you.  

 

Loyalty Pricing. You can offer a lower tier of pricing for people who are 

already customers of yours. This is a good way to reward customers’ loyalty 

and build stronger relationships with them. Especially for your first event, 

Early Bird 
Pricing

•Discount for 
people who 
sign up right 
away

•Encourage 
people to 
sign up 
immediately

Loyalty Pricing 

•Lower tier 
price for 
existing 
customers

•Reward 
loyalty

VIP Rate

•Higher price 
with 
premium 
features

•Provide 
access to 
other 
content

Late 
Registration

•Offer a 
discount for 
late 
registration

•Don’t 
announce it 
beforehand
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where you're targeting existing customers over new acquisitions, this will 

help you fill seats.  

 

VIP Rate. Offer a higher price with premium features. For example, 

customers could gain access to your event as well as other services or 

products you sell. You could also offer additional exclusive content, such as 

books, post-event mastermind events, video content, or other high-value 

content offers. The additional price could include a follow-up such as a one-

on-one coaching session with you. 

 

Late Registration. You offered a discount for early birds, but you might 

also offer a discount for late registration to fill leftover seats. Don't announce 

that you'll do this beforehand, but let people know as the event approaches 

that you're reducing prices. Your profits may take a hit, but you'll still sell 

out the seats and earn something. 

 

Know that your pricing strategy is always subject to change. Once you 

launch your ticket prices, you can gauge interest and determine whether 

your price is too high or too low, and then adjust on the fly. However, you 

should never offer a lower price than the lowest one that current registrants 

have paid. Those are the people who should be getting the best deal, along 

with your current customers. 

 

The final consideration is to decide on your refund policy. Will you offer full 

or partial refunds? Will you set a deadline for refunds? Will you allow people 

to sell their tickets to others? Decide how you'll handle these issues and 

make sure the information is clearly communicated to potential attendees. 
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Advanced Strategies for Boosting Event Profits: 

 
Here are a couple advanced strategies to take into consideration when 

planning your pricing which will boost profits from your event. 

 

Recruit sponsors: Sponsors are a great way to defer costs, which then 

boosts your profits. You can add a networking component by having a 

sponsor host an appetizer event. You can also have them introduce your 

session or provide them with another speaking opportunity. You can even 

leverage sponsors to offset your printing costs and have them advertise in 

your materials.   

 

Add-On Revenue: At the event, have additional products or services 

available to promote and sell. You can offer special discounts to attendees, 

such as 10% off any coaching session packages that they sign up for during 

the event.  
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Learning Activity 

 

1. Fill in the budgeting table with approximate costs. For the marketing 

costs, you can estimate or else update this later once we cover 

creating your marketing strategy. 

2. Fill in the pricing table with your potential event price and number of 

attendees, and then calculate how much you could earn.  

3. Pricing tiers: Define your pricing tiers. At minimum, define the early 

bird, regular, and late registration price. If you also plan to offer a VIP 

or Loyalty price, include this as well. Under the detail column, provide 

information about your pricing decision. As an example, under ‘early 

bird’ you might have a note that this is a 10% discount offered to the 

first 10 people.  

4. Define your refund policy.  

5. Adjust your responses in step 2 to reflect the tiered pricing so you 

have a realistic idea of what you can earn. As an example, if you 

discount 10 tickets at $150 by 10% then that equates to $150 off of 

your bottom line. Ensure you are comfortable with the numbers or 

make adjustments to expenses to offset.   
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Create a Magnetic Event Sales 

Page 
 

Now you’ve planned where you’ll host your event, have a clear picture of 

who you’re hoping will attend and know how much you’ll charge them, you 

need to start working on getting people through the door. Asking your 

attendees to register for your event is an essential indicator of the popularity 

of your topic, and great incentive to make sure you put on the best live 

event or workshop possible.  

 

Write Your Event Sales Page Copy 

 

Your sales page is one of the most important parts of your event marketing 

strategy. It’s where you’ll show the value attendees will get when they come 

to your live workshop or event, explain who it’s for and why they should 

come, give basic logistic information, and give any other details that will 

encourage them to sign up. 

 

One of the easiest ways to create a high-converting event sales page is to 

use a template in a good sales page tool, such as LeadPages. Or, you can 

use the built-in tools that come with many event management platforms. 

However, the main elements to include will be fairly consistent across all 

platforms.  

 

Elements of Your Sales Page 

 

Here’s an outline of a best practice event sales page: 
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Top Section: Above-the-Fold 

 

➢ Your Logo 

➢ Title of Event 

➢ Tag Line with Biggest Benefit 

➢ Date, Time, Location 

➢ Button to Register 

 

Section 2: Social Proof 

 

➢ ‘As Seen In’, Presented at, Author of, Logos, etc. (if you have any) 

 

Section 3: Why [Event Title]? 

 

➢ Who this Event is For (Your Ideal Attendee) 

➢ Why Attend (Your Transformation Statement) 

➢ What You’ll Walk Away With (Your Benefit-Driven Bullet Points) 

 

Section 5: Logistics

Section 4: Why You?

Section 3: Why [Event Title]?

Section 2: Social Proof

Top Section: Above the Fold
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Section 4: Why You? 

 

➢ Who am I? (Brief bio and experience) 

➢ Testimonials about you 

➢ Speaker bios (if having guest speakers; could be before your bio) 

 

Section 5: Logistics 

 

➢ Where and when 

➢ Link to agenda (or can list here if short) 

➢ Other takeaways or features 

➢ Registration Button 

➢ Any other details + Final CTA button 

 

Top Section: Above-the-Fold 

 

The top of your event page that is above-the-fold (visible on screen without 

scrolling) should give the highest level summary of your event, including 

time and place. Make your title something memorable and catchy and use a 

tagline or subtitle to express the biggest benefit of attending.  

 

For example, Content Marketing Institute runs a larger event called the 

‘Intelligent Content Conference’ with the tagline ‘Content Strategy for 

Marketing Professionals’. They then have an additional subtitle just below 

that says ‘Successfully plan, create, and deliver strategic content’. It tells 

exactly who it’s for and what you’ll do in a few words.  

 

Be sure to include a registration button here that goes directly to your 

checkout form. Some people who arrive at your page will be ready to sign up 

without needing to read everything. 
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Section 2: Social Proof 

 

Not everyone will have social proof to put on your event page. But if you’ve 

written a book or for a recognizable site, or if you’ve been interviewed, this 

is a great place to put those logos and get immediate credibility. You could 

also put in one short quote from a current customer or previous event 

attendee. 

 

Section 3: Why [Event Title]? 

 

The next section, which people will see right after they start scrolling, should 

quickly convey who the event is for and why they should attend. That means 

you’ll need to refer back to your ideal attendee profile, transformation 

statement, and benefit bullets from your initial event planning in Module 2. 

 

Keep your attendee description short. You’re not including a full attendee 

profile here. You just want to make sure that the people who will most 

benefit from your event will register.  

 

Include your transformation message as a concise summary of what people 

will walk away with, and go into a little detail about any parts that might not 

be immediately clear. This is where those benefit-driven bullet points you 

wrote when defining your topic come in useful. However, this isn’t where you 

give an agenda of the event. First, you need to sell the outcomes and value 

people will get. Later in the page you can give the agenda, or link to another 

page that lists a more detailed schedule for event topics. 

 

Section 4: Why You? 
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Next, give a quick introduction that includes some information about you, 

your business, and the experience you have that lends itself to this topic. 

Use this opportunity to sell yourself as an authority on the subject, and let 

people know why you’re qualified to teach them about it.  

 

Use your sales page as an opener to a relationship with your potential 

participant. You could tell a short story about yourself and how you came to 

learn about your topic to make yourself more relatable. Show them how 

you’ll make it easier for them. Include 2 to 3 testimonials from other people 

you have helped. 

 

Consider adding an on-camera video to this section since people will be 

signing up to your event to see you, if you’re the main person presenting. If 

you will have separate speakers, include their bios and say a little something 

about them in your video. 

 

Section 5: Logistics 

 

In the final section, include the logistical information attendees will want 

before registering. Include things like: 

 

 

Where the 
event is 

When it is The agenda

Materials 
they’ll take 

away

How to 
register

Any other 
bonuses
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➢ Where the event is 

➢ When it is 
➢ The agenda (or a link to a detailed agenda) 

➢ Any materials they’ll take away from the event (or the inclusion of 
event recordings) 

➢ How to register (link to your checkout form) 
➢ Any other bonuses, such as parties or an online community 

 

Finalize your sales page with your event pricing, and any discounts or special 

pricing you’ve decided upon. Include a final catchy Call to Action here to 

encourage viewers to take the next step. 

 

Create Your Event Page 

 

There are a number of event platforms that help you both sell and manage 

your event, such as Eventbrite and Eventzilla. There are also WordPress 

plugins, such as WP-Events, which has both free and pro options. Many of 

the platforms will give you the ability to create your sales page on a 

separate tool, like LeadPages or Instapage, and then hyperlink your 

registration button to the event management platform’s registration 

checkout form. 

 

Eventbrite 

 

Eventbrite is a complete platform to help you create a sales page for your 

event, sell tickets, manage your event, and keep track of important 

registration metrics.  

Sales pages are simple to put together, and work excellently on mobile. 

They’ll also include your event in their own listings directory. However, 

https://www.eventbrite.com/
https://www.eventbrite.com/
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pages are somewhat limited, as they follow a standard layout. So, if you’re 

looking to make your page really stand out, it might not be the best option. 

 

With Eventbrite you’re charged a fee for each paid ticket (free tickets don’t 

incur a charge), which starts at 1% + $0.99 per ticket for the ‘Essentials’ 

package. You will, however, miss out on a few important features with this 

basic package, such as being able to create multiple ticket types and sales 

analytics. The level up that includes a lot more is the ‘Professional’ package, 

priced at 2.5% + $1.99 per ticket. 

 

Eventzilla 

 

Eventzilla is fully loaded with features. As well as giving you all of the 

abilities you’ll need to create your sales page and get registrations, they’re 

focused on the experience of the attendees themselves. 

 

Use their custom survey questions feature to get the information you need 

about your attendees, and use that to help you plan future events. You can 

also co-ordinate email invitations and reminders to your registrant list. Once 

again, however, you might find some of the limitations in creating your sales 

page a little restricting. 

 

Eventzilla also charges per paid ticket sale, with a standard $1.25 fee per 

ticket for the ‘Basic’ package, and 1.5% + $.099 (capped at $4.99) for the 

‘Pro’ package. With the ‘Basic’ package you will be able to create up to 3 

different ticket types, however anything you create with Eventzilla will 

include their branding. All branding is removed in the ‘Pro’ package. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.eventzilla.net/en/home
https://www.eventzilla.net/en/home
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Events Manager (WP-Events) 

 

If you’re looking for all of the functionality of a platform such as Eventbrite, 

or Eventzilla, but want to keep things on your existing website, you can use 

a plugin such as Events Manager. Accept bookings, display events in a 

calendar, and easily manage your events whilst allowing yourself more 

options when it comes to putting together your sales page. 

 

Events Manager offers ‘Free’ and ‘Premium’ packages, with the paid version 

costing $75 per site. If you want to incorporate PayPal into your payments 

system, you’ll need the ‘Premium’ package, which will also give you some 

great extras such as customizable booking forms, transactions history and 

email reminders. 

 

 

Choose an event management platform that is within your budget and has 

easy-to-use features for social sharing, email sharing, registration, and 

integration with any other tools you're using. Also, check for associated fees 

for registrations. 

 

Then set up your event sales page following the instructions on the platform 

you're using and including the copy that you drafted for each section. Your 

page's design should be consistent with your brand image, and you should 

have a smiling picture of you or a video where you tell people about your 

event. 

 

Test and make sure that your registration process is seamless and that 

potential registrants can get all the information they need without excess 

clicks. The whole process should take as few clicks as possible, and all of 

their potential questions should be answered easily. 

 

http://wp-events-plugin.com/
http://wp-events-plugin.com/
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Timing for Registration 

 

As far as timing goes, your event sales page should be ready about three 

months ahead of your event, depending on the size of the event. This is 

early enough to offer early bird registration and it gives you ample time to 

build buzz around your event. 

 

Whenever you post your prices anywhere, be sure to list the regular price 

along with any discounts you're offering and when those discounts expire. 

This makes it clear how the pricing works, but it also drives home the 

benefits and scarcity of your discount deal. If you post regular and early bird 

prices, it shows people how much they'll save by registering early. 

 

Once you have your event page set up through the platform or tool you're 

using, you should add your event registration link to your website and social 

media channels. We'll get more into crafting your marketing strategy in the 

next module, but for now, you should at least have the link on your website.  

 

Finally, test out all your registration links again and make sure that any links 

or calls-to-action you create on the various platforms you use allow single-

click access to the registration page. All of the information the potential 

attendee needs to know should be easy to find on the main page to reduce 

clicks and minimize abandon rates.  
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Learning Activity: 

 

1. Use the Sales Page Template to plan your sales page copy 

2. Research the example event tools, or research other options, and 

select the one you plan to use 

3. Create your event sales page, ensuring you include the main 

components listed in the sample outline in the module. 

4. Link your sales page registration button to the checkout form, if you’re 

using a different sales page tool. Then test your registration links and 

process to make sure you’re ready to take sign-ups.   
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Create an Event Marketing Plan 
 

You may be a recognized expert in your niche with a large, highly engaged 

following and client base, but even this won't guarantee that you can simply 

announce your event and sell out. What really sells seats is the efficacy of 

your marketing plan. This module will walk you through the top strategies 

for leveraging your customer base and using free, low-cost, or paid online 

advertising tactics. 

 

Leverage Your Customer Base 

 

Before you start creating a marketing plan to attract attendees for your live 

event or workshop, you should first turn to your existing customer base. It's 

much easier to get your own customers, who already know you and 

understand the unique value you offer, to register for your event than 

strangers. In addition, you already know your current audience members 

and you're already communicating with them. Leveraging existing customers 

is always a key driver for filling seats at your workshop or event.  

 

Start by asking: 

 

➢ What is the size of your current customer base?  

➢ Will most, or all, of your prospective attendees come from your base, or 

will you need to recruit from elsewhere? 

 

If you answered the above that most of your registrations will come from 

your current customers, then focus heavily on early messages to get them 

signed up. You'll generally see sign-ups from your base on the early side 
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rather than later side. They already know you and they want to make sure 

they get a seat at your event. 

 

For your existing customers, you can create an email campaign to let them 

know about your upcoming event. Tell them about any special offers or 

deals, such as early bird registration or a VIP program, that you're offering. 

You may choose to send a personal message to select members of your 

email list who you think would especially benefit from your event, or tell 

eligible people about the discounts available for them.  

 

Here are some ideas for your email content to your customer list. 

 

 

 

Email One 

 

This email would be a soft introduction to the event you're planning. In 

this email, share why you're holding this event and what you hope 

participants will get out of it. This can be its own email or it can be 

added to regular email content such as a newsletter that you're 

sharing with your audience. Consider creating a short video message, 

as this can be more engaging and easy to consume than text.  

 

 

Email One

A soft introduction to your event

Explain why you’re holding it and what 
you hope people will get

Consider creating a short video 
message

Email Two

Make a formal announcement of your 
event

Include early bird pricing or offers

Make your message personal

Email Three

A reminder telling them again about 
early bird pricing

Offer more details about the event

Again, keep it personal
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Email Two 

 

For this email, make a formal announcement of your event with early 

bird pricing and/or other customer offers. Make sure your messages 

are personal and aimed specifically at your base. If you have particular 

customers you think should attend, email them separately with a 

personalized note explaining why you think they'd benefit from the 

event. Offer your early bird pricing and an outline of the value they'll 

receive. If you plan to offer something special like a gift or bonus 

content, mention this as well. 

 

Email Three 

 

This email is basically a reminder, telling your customers again about 

early bird pricing and the deadline for this pricing, as well as offering 

more details about the event. Again, the idea is to be as personal as 

possible. As with the other emails, you might want to create a general 

email as well as a more personal email for those individuals you 

particularly feel would benefit.  

 

Make sure that not every single one of your emails is a promotion for your 

event. Like all email promotions, establish a good balance between content 

that's purely helpful and informational, and content that's designed to 

convert.  

 

Pick up the Phone 

 

In addition to email, one of the most effective ways to leverage your 

customer base for your event is to call people directly. If you have phone 

numbers for any of your best customers, call them to let them know about 

your event and why you think it would be a good fit for them. Or send them 

a private email first with an invitation to set up a time to talk about it.  
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Once you have an idea of how many of your attendees have converted from 

your current customer base, you can layer in your social media plan and 

other tactics to secure additional sales. 

 

Promote Your Event on Social Media 

 

There are many strategies you can use to promote your event on social 

media. Some are paid and some are free. Especially if this is one of your first 

events, you should put your first priority on methods that are free and can 

reach your current audience. Resort to paid options to attract new people 

only once you've exhausted all of the free options at your disposal. You’ll 

likely see the best results from free methods marketing to your current 

audience, and this will save you from spending money on paid advertising.  

 

With social media, the best content is highly engaging and multimedia. 

Although you might create a text-based post announcing the event, it’s 

much better to use video or visual content, which gets higher rates of 

engagement on social media and is much more likely to go viral. 

 

For most events, there is a spike in reservations when the event is first 

announced. A number of your regular social media followers will sign up 

soon after they first hear about the event. There is often also a spike near 

the event time as people scramble to get the remaining seats. A good time 

to ramp up your social media promotion efforts is in the time in between. 

Offer engaging content at this time and you can mitigate this lull in sign-ups. 
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Social Media Strategies for Promoting Your Live 

Event 

 

 

 

Involve Your Audience. As you lead up to the event, think of ways to get 

your audience involved in the planning process. Post interesting questions to 

solicit feedback. Start discussions on what your audience would like to see. 

This serves two purposes. First, it gets you actual feedback that you can use 

to make your event more appealing. But also, it keeps people talking about 

your event and attracts new people who see this content. You can solicit 

ideas on venue, resources design, event banners, event name, workshop 

content ideas, bonus content ideas, and so on. 

 

Put It on Your Cover. Create a promotional banner to use as your cover 

image for all of your social media accounts. The cover image is the large 

image that's at the top of your page. Use Canva or another tool to create a 

high-quality image. The image should tell people what your live event is 

about and direct them to where they can sign up or get more information. 

Include a call-to-action button with link to your event landing page.  

Social 
Media 

Strategies

Involve 
Your 

Audience

Put it on 
Your 

Cover

Facebook 
Events

Use Video

Create 
Visuals
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Facebook Events. Although you'll manage your registration through 

another event platform, you should also create a Facebook Event. It's very 

easy to do and your event will be highly visible. Not only will your friends 

and followers see it, but also their friends and followers. Encourage people to 

add or invite others to your event page.  

 

Use Video. As mentioned earlier, video is much more engaging than text 

content. Use this to your advantage. There are a number of ways you can 

use video to promote your event: 

 

➢ If you've hosted events in the past, create a highlights video where you 

show the best parts of the events. 

 

➢ Also, if you've done past events, create video testimonials where your 

participants talk about the specific results they got from your event. 

 

➢ Post updates on your planning. For example, once you've secured the 

venue, take your audience on a short tour. Let your audience know 

whenever there's been any kind of development. 

 

➢ Host live sessions to answer questions or provide updates where you 

answer questions people have sent you. 

 

Create Visuals. Visuals are also much more engaging on social media than 

text content and they're very easy to produce. Here are some ideas on 

visual content: 

 

➢ Provide sneak peeks about what you're currently working on or what's 

new with your event. 
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➢ Create visual testimonials about previous events or workshops to draw 

interest. These are usually quotes. Make sure you have permission to 

post any testimonials.  

 

➢ If this is a repeat event, share photos from previous events. These 

images show people what they can expect when they sign up. One option 

is to create a social or networking event ahead of time and take photos 

there. 

 

➢ Create a compelling image or infographic that lets people know what's in 

it for them or why they'd want to register for your event.  

 

➢ Create beautiful pricing images promoting your early bird pricing or other 

low-priced plans to try to get as many early registrations as possible. 

 

➢ Create discount coupons that you can share closer to the date to get late 

registrations. 

 

➢ Use scarcity in your visual messages to push people to buy earlier. Use 

language like, "10% off for 10 days only," "10% off for the first 10 

people," or "Last chance to buy your VIP package with (benefits)." 

 

Engagement Tactics for Social Media 

 

Since engagement is key on social media, here are some tactics you can use 

to encourage engagement. 

 

➢ Encourage sharing. Ask people in your network to share your content. 

Add plug-ins to your site that allow easy sharing on social media.  
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➢ Create a contest or giveaway for a free gift with registration or even for a 

free ticket to your event. People love free stuff. You can host a contest on 

Facebook or Instagram for the most likes or shares on a post. You can 

then reward the person (or a set number of people) who shares the most. 

You can also do a random draw from all shares, tags, or reposts. 

 

➢ Create a poll on Facebook to interact with your followers. You can ask 

them exactly what they're interested in learning about. Use this 

information to help shape your content. 

 

➢ Once you start making slides for your event, share a few teaser slides. 

Try to find some information from your event that will make people want 

to sign up.  

 

➢ Share whatever results you can from previous events, such as surveys. 

 

Other Places to Announce Your Event 

 

While social media is a great way to spread the word about your event, don’t 

forget about your other online real estate, starting with your website. As we 

mentioned in the previous module, be sure to post a link to your event 

where your visitors and leads will see it: 

 

➢ At the top of your home page 

➢ In the sidebar of your blog 

➢ On a dedicated ‘Live Events’ page on your site, where you post news 

about any events, workshops, seminars, or presentations you’re 

delivering 

➢ In the ‘P.S.’ or sidebar of your newsletter 

➢ At other events or meetups where you’re speaking 

➢ During interviews or webinars 
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➢ In guest blog posts 

➢ On your podcast 

 

Paid Advertising 

 

As mentioned earlier, once you've exhausted free options there are paid 

options available to market your event. You can reach new people outside of 

your follower base if you make good content and leverage your followers, 

but if you choose to put out ads, Facebook Ads is a good option since it's 

relatively inexpensive. Facebook allows you to target demographics and 

profile content, so you can specifically target people who you think would be 

interested in your event. 

 

There are other online advertising options as well. You can advertise on 

websites, social media groups, or forums that your network or target 

audience would hang out at. Keep in mind that there's a regional element to 

your live event. You need to target people who would physically be able to 

come to the event.  

 

You can also explore offline advertising if you think your local market might 

be good. You can run advertisements in local magazines or newspapers. 

Another option is to put out a press release and get it to the local media.  

 

In addition to the above social media tactics, don't forget to promote your 

event wherever you meet potential attendees offline. If you're speaking 

somewhere, mention your event and tell people how they can sign up. 

Leverage your network to find opportunities for reaching new people who 

might be interested in attending your event.  
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Advanced Strategies for Filling Seats at Your Live 

Event 

 
Here are a few more advanced strategies for marketing your event to take 

your marketing to the next level. 

 

 
 

 

Affiliates: If you are already working with affiliates and you are looking to 

attract new registrations outside of your existing customer base, affiliates 

could be a good strategy. Remember though that you’ll need to consider 

geography to see if this will work or not. You are likely looking to attract 

people from a particular region, so think through if this will be effective with 

your affiliates. Payouts are generally 20-40% of your registration fee.  

 

Informal Partnerships: It might make sense to create informal cross-

promotional partnerships where participating partners offer to support each 

other. This can be as simple as asking someone to share your event 

registration online to reach a wider audience, and you doing the same in 

return. This is a great way to reach potential attendees outside your existing 

customer base. 

Affiliates

Informal Partnerships 

Bloggers

Other Relevant Influencers

Associations or Memberships
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Bloggers: If you know bloggers, you can ask them to advertise your event 

on their blog. If it’s a friend, they may do it for no cost. You can also offer to 

cross-promote an event or other content they need help with promoting in 

return for their support in advertising your event.  

 

Other Relevant Influencers: You can do outreach to your network and 

directly ask your subject matter experts or other thought leaders to help 

promote your event through reposts, shares, etc. 

 

Associations or Memberships: Small business organizations you belong to 

are also a good option for promoting your event. Could you advertise on 

their webpage? Could you connect with some of the partners to ask them to 

share your content via their own networks? 

 

Once you’ve gone through all the event promotion strategies, identify the 

ones that you think will get the highest conversion rates and fill the most 

seats straight away. Then create your event marketing plan to set tasks and 

deadlines for each strategy, including any content you need to create. 

 

Optimize Conversion Rates with Retargeting: Most event registration 

platforms will provide metrics about your conversion rate. The conversion 

rate is the number of site visits compared to actual sales. If your conversion 

rate is low, retargeting can be an effective strategy to improve sales.  

 

Retargeting involves showing content to people who visited your sales page 

but left without buying. You’ll need to use a tracking pixel to be able to 

retarget, but if you’re using Facebook ads to promote your event, they have 

good tutorials to show you how to do this. 
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A proven tactic is to show retargeting ads with discounted rates to people 

during slow periods or leading up to the final days before your event. 

Remember to create a sense of urgency with your messaging.  

 

 

 

 

Learning Activity: 

 

1. Think about the percentage of attendees you expect to come from 

your customer base. Create your email content to send out to your 

customer base with information about your VIP, early bird, or bonus 

offers to solicit early registrations. Note the timing for when you’ll 

schedule each email to go out. 

2. Identify which social media marketing tactics you’ll use, what content 

you need to create for each, and when you’ll implement them. 

3. Identify where else you will announce your event, and what content 

you need to create for each location. Note when you’ll publish it. 

4. Make notes about any paid advertising you want to explore and set a 

budget for how much you’re willing to spend and when you’d 

advertise.  
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Execution, Conclusion and Next 

Steps 
 

You’ve done the hardest part of planning a successful live event or 

workshop – how you’ll fill all the seats. Now, you're ready to start taking 

payments and planning the actual content of your event!  

 

Once you’re happy with your event marketing plan, you can flesh out the 

details of the content you need to create for the event itself. Of course, this 

will vary tremendously based on the type of event or workshop you’re 

running. You’ll want to create a detailed timeline, preferably using a project 

management platform, to ensure you create all event content and marketing 

content according to strict deadlines. Be sure to enlist help if you need it. 

 

Before you do that, review your course notes and learning activities. Then, 

identify any remaining tasks for planning the marketing of your live 

workshop or event. 

 

As a quick recap, through this course you learned: 

 

➢ Key strategies to maximize your earnings by selling out a workshop or 

event 

➢ How to create a high-level outline of what you'll offer in your event and 

the benefits, so that you can communicate this to your potential 

participants 

➢ How to set a pricing strategy that takes into account your needs, the 

going rate on the market, and what your audience is willing to pay 

➢ The basics of creating a high-converting landing page and event page 
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➢ How to get sign-ups immediately, and potentially fill your event, by 

leveraging your current email list and customer base 

➢ Social media strategies you can use to spread the word about your event 

that are free or low-cost 

➢ A few advanced strategies for maximizing your profits and stepping up 

your marketing to the next level 

 

With your event marketing plan now in hand, you're all ready to start 

earning additional money from your own workshop or live event. While 

everything is fresh in your mind, complete the last learning activity to 

identify your next steps for implementing your plan and kicking off your 

event.  

 

 

 

Learning Activity: 

1. Review your learning activities in each of the modules.  

2. Use the provided checklist to make sure you’ve addressed each of 

the key areas: 

a. Identify your ideal attendee and the focus of your event 

b. Create a pricing strategy to maximize earnings and sell out 

early 

c. Build your high-converting event sales page 

d. Outline a compelling marketing strategy to drive sales 

3. Make a list of your next tasks to complete in order to finish any 

outstanding items and get your event ready to sell. Put deadlines 

next to each task. 

 

 


